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Police sounds in words

BWEEP bip bip BWEEPU.S. City police sirens in traffic (ref) Police alarm city car car eeesiren tone eeeoooeeoeooosiren tone hhhhrrrrnnggsound of target light and sirens in the game hockey (sports hockey reference alarm sound tone NEE-eue-euFrench warning police warning (ref) police siren car
weeeoeesirensiren car siren scare car weeoeesiren siren screech or create a disturbance. Also: whoopee, up-and-end, de du. 2. Sound sirens (WOP,, WOP) tone wu woosiren woop woop sound of a police car in the United States. Police often use the siren intermittently. Also spell whoop. This
onomatopoeia is used in the chorus of the 1993 hip-hop sound track of Dash Da by KRS-One. Hear police tone caralarm music search tips: - less searchterms (for example the cat will yield more results than cat sounds) - try synonyms (for example if saber does not give you results, try sword, cutlass or
blade) - truncated (for example walking will give more results than walking because it returns all his walking and walking) these examples are from Korbora and from online sources. No opinions in the examples represent the opinion of the editors or licensees of the Cambridge Dictionary or Cambridge
University Press. The distance at which sirens can be heard by the police is subject to a number of factors, including the time of day, air temperature and location. From Hansard's archive when doing so, police sirens are heard. From Wikipedia, this example is from Wikipedia and can be reused under the
CC BY-SA license. The song included some sound effects, including the sound of broken glass and police sirens. From Wikipedia, this example is from Wikipedia and can be reused under the CC BY-SA license. Traditionally, Gong Zhao has been used to clear the road for important officials and
processions, such as police sirens today. From Wikipedia, this example is from Wikipedia and can be reused under the CC BY-SA license. Choirs storm an attack of pounding live drums and fierce bass, joined by scratching and sample police sirens. From Wikipedia, this example is from Wikipedia and
can be reused under the CC BY-SA license. They back off at the sound of a police siren from Wikipedia, an example from Wikipedia that can be reused under cc BY-SA license. She complains that the police sirens she had just heard had disappeared to a distance. From Wikipedia, this example is from
Wikipedia and can be reused under the CC BY-SA license. Often used in animation, it produces stylized sound from police sirens. From Wikipedia, this example is from Wikipedia and can be reused under the CC BY-SA license. It won't be without a police siren from Wikipedia, this example from
Wikipedia can be reused under cc BY-SA license. The resulting acoustic attack (a nearby police siren amplified a thousand times, for example) can be triggered in the form of a concentrated explosion or with more impact space. From This example is from Wikipedia and can be reused under cc BY-SA
license. Various aspects of police vehicles, including police sirens, were mentioned. From the Hansard Archives the serial killers run off as police sirens are heard in the distance. From Wikipedia, this example is from Wikipedia and can be reused under the CC BY-SA license. Suddenly, he hears police
sirens, followed by a car stopping, and then climbing in her footsteps. From Wikipedia, this example is from Wikipedia and can be reused under the CC BY-SA license. Children are heading towards what they think is police sirens, but it turns out to be a trap. From Wikipedia, this example is from Wikipedia
and can be reused under the CC BY-SA license. Often, police sirens also use the interval of tritone to help draw attention. From Wikipedia, this example is from Wikipedia and can be reused under the CC BY-SA license. When he looks out of his window the streets outside his house is empty and hears
the faint police sirens in the distance. From Wikipedia, this example is from Wikipedia and can be reused under the CC BY-SA license. The two try to take the injured employee or a passer-by with them, but they abandon those plans when they hear police sirens approaching. From Wikipedia, this
example is from Wikipedia and can be reused under the CC BY-SA license. They hear police sirens coming on their way and jumping on the road to escape as the ends are short. From Wikipedia, this example is from Wikipedia and can be reused under the CC BY-SA license. These examples are from
corpora and from online sources. No opinions in the examples represent the opinion of the editors or licensees of the Cambridge Dictionary or Cambridge University Press. I came across these two sentences in Peopleware police furniture in one company we know even listed the number of spilled coffee
on emergency numbers affixed to each phone. We were never there when anyone called the figure, but you could probably expect white-coated maintenance guys to come care through the halls in an electric cart with flashing lights and siren go ooogah-ooogah. I've never seen ooogah-ooogah written for
the sound of sirens before, but I absolutely love it. I, as a child remembers saying something like Ni Nur, Ni Noor - but I don't know if this is regional or just kedi talk. Is there a proper onomatopoeia for sirens? A recent tweet from @redpawn3 got me thinking about the police, sirens and ambulance in a
closed comment, and precisely how diverse we are likely to find in the descriptions of sirens: to people who write a closed comment ... Is there any time the police sirens go off but don't wail? — Rock of God (@redpawn3) December 26, [...] Winner: 2017 Best Book in Technical and Scientific
Communication, CCCC No Book Like This; - Brenda Brueggemann, author of Hello Deaf Themes! Can you tell me the English word for the sound the siren makes? Factory sirens or sirens, for example. Thanks um... We're blowing the siren. Sirens, I think. Hello! Yes, the sirens. If you want to know the
onomatopoeic representation of the voice, I think in English is rrrr. Greetings, Greg. Thanks, in fact I had thought of this word but couldn't remember spelling... Hello! Yes, the sirens. If you want to know the onomatopoeic representation of the voice, I think in English is rrrr. Greetings, Greg. This makes me
smile... I don't think I'll pay for the siren that just went to rrrr. I think of it more like whee-yoo, whee-yoo, or something like that. LOL, yes, the sound of your siren is more impressive than mine I checked some of the notes I had about onomatopoeias in English, and saw that for the sirens said Rrrrr, that's
why I put here Regards! Greg. Hello again! I found this site: for the siren saying: eeeeeeeee, eeeoooeeeooo, weeeoooeee, whoop, whoop, whoop, wooo, wooo, wooo, wooo I think I prefer to update my notes, LOL. Greetings, Greg. You must log in or register to reply here. Anyone who goes to New York
City knows it can be very noisy. One of the common sounds you hear on the streets is the siren: loud noises come from police cars, fire engines or ambulances. Sounds like Waaaaaahh. People living in New York City often call city officials to complain about the noise wakes them up and makes the dogs
scream out loud. Now, two legislators in the city want to change the sound so it is the same siren in Europe. The sirens there make the sound that goes from high to low, as in WEE-oww-WEE-oww. If the lawmakers' proposal is passed, all sirens on emergency vehicles in New York City will have to
change within two years. What do people say about European sirens? Some believe that the European siren is gentler and causes less noise pollution. Helen Rosenthal is one of the proponents of the proposal. She says the people she represents tell her that the current sirens in New York are constant,
high-pitched noises - a nuisance. The sounds of European and American sirens are at the same level as decibels, or high sound. But European sirens are less frequent, so they won't look painful to a person's ears. Carlina Rivera is another legislator who supports the new law. She says the European
sirens are not pierced. One hospital has changed the sirens. The Mount Sinai health system began using the low siren last year. Joseph Davis, director of the Mount Sinai Emergency Medical Service, played different siren options to see which neighbors the hospital liked best. He found that people hated
them all. However, he said the low sirens were not humiliating. Davis says it's easy to change the sirens in an emergency vehicle. An electronic box in each vehicle has seven different sounds. For example, one can make the siren give a loud and long cry. Another can make a series of short, crying, like a
dog that is in pain. Another can make the sound so sharp and powerful that it seems to create a hole in the air. Davis explains that workers can add European sirens to these options. Some don't think that change is a good idea. Linda Sachs lives near Mount Sinai Hospital and hears new high-drop sirens.
She loves the old one more than she has ever awakened, she says, but the new ones make her vibrate in fear. I'm Jill Robbins Verina Dubnik reported on this story to The Associated Press. Jill Robbins adapted this story to learn English. What kind of siren scares you hear, where do you live? How do
they make you feel? Are they a hole or a low high type? We want to hear from you. Write to us in the comments section. _A piece of equipment that produces a loud, high-pitched ambulance sound warning – n. A car used to take injured or sick to hospital especially in high-pitched emergencies - adj.
making loud sound annoyance – n. person, something, or situation that causes trouble or problems decibel n. A unit to measure the loud sound range is frequency – n. The number of times that something (such as sound wave or radio wave) is repeated in a period of time (such as a second) hole too loud
and high tone. Tone
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